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During our  פרשת לך לךgroup circle, the children learned how and why Hashem chose
Avraham Avinu to be the founder of the Jewish Nation. As a young boy, Avram discovered
that Hashem is the ultimate power. In this picture, Aviya and Morah Temmy dramatize the
Midrash in which Avram destroys the idols in his father, Terach's, idol shop to demonstrate
their powerlessness.
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When Hashem commands Avram "Lech Lecha" to leave his homeland and travel to an
unknown destination, Avram immediately packs up his belongings. Avram shows his
great emuna and love for Hashem by following Hashem's challenging instructions without
hesitation. The children internalize the message as Morah Temmy acts out Avram and
Sarai's quick packing of their clothing.

Dear Parents,
Save the date! Grandparents' Day will be, b'ezras Hashem:
Tuesday, December 1, 2015.
The Moros and kinderlach look forward to welcoming all grandparents to
witness and participate in their grandchildren's education and progress at Gan
Aliya. We anticipate a great day for the grandparents and children to
interactively learn together!
Please find added links to the 2015-6 Gan Aliya Parents' Directory and to
additional downloadable high resolution photos and videos of your children at
the bottom of this page.
Please enjoy the photos below of your children's growth at Gan Aliya.
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Wishing you an uplifting Shabbos full of kedusha and menucha!
Love,
Morah Temmy, Morah Shaindy, Morah Anne, Morah Dini

Top Left: Bruria refines manual dexterity as she spoons the seashells from one bowl to
another.



Top Right: DJ sensorially creates a trinomial cube. He first distinguishes between the
three different colored cubes. He then proceeds to build a cube by finding the
relevant diameter, height, and color to create the trinomial. This activity advances the
mathematical mind and prepares the child for future algebraic lessons.



Bottom Left: Aviya traces and matches dynamic size circles to develop her geometric
awareness.



Bottom Right: Shlomo practices his hand-eye coordination by carefully releasing water
droplets into the soap saver.
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Top Left: Advancing in language skill, Temima begins to read pink boxes (short
phonetic words). As she reads the six words, she selects the appropriate picture to
match. If she errors on one of the words, she will realize on her own and
independently correct herself.



Top Right: Yechezkel is introduced to the quantities of the decimal system. He can
physically touch and count the thousand, hundred, ten and unit bead quantities.



Bottom Left: Shimi progresses with his Kriah (Hebrew reading). Each day he joyfully
practices blending the Alef Bais letters with the nekudos (vowels).



Bottom Right: Charlie practices penmanship while he traces the numeral two in the
sand.
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Top Left: Yehuda uses the puzzle map of the world to learn the seven continents.



Top Right: Emuna practices the quantities of the decimal system through our bank
activity. She is given a large order number (e.g., 3,000) and eagerly goes to the bank
table to retrieve the corresponding quantities.



Bottom Left: Recognizing the shape of the Alef Bais letters is fundamental to Hebrew
reading. Yosef skillfully matches the Alef Bais cards to the master Alef Bais board.
After he completes the board, he uses the pointer to sing the Alef Bais song together
with Morah.



Bottom Right: Gabrielle independently sequences the timeline of Brias Ha'Olam
(Creation of the World).
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Top Left: Nina confidently writes the numerals one through ten in her writing book.



Top Right: Eden and Bentzi work together to build the pink tower and the brown
stairs. They distinguish the six different cubes from largest to smallest.



Bottom Left: Sarah Shayna begins to learn the mathematical concept of "even"
numbers. Morah first explained the concept of "pairs." Morah asked Sarah Shayna
how many eyes, ears, hands, and feet she has. Sarah Shayna responded "two", which
she then understood as a "pair." Sarah Shayna placed the corresponding quantity of
red discs under the numeral cards and sees how the fully paired quantities constitute
even numbers.



Bottom Right: Nina, Temima, and DJ have fun learning about the "teen" numbers.
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